making it that he was, destined born to a career that he might afterwards pursue under the severer moral tutelage, which alone only with a return to the trusting faith of his childhood. But the social peripeties of this novel is really a matter of minor importance, which would, indeed, be overlooked by most English readers. Dostoievsky could not care at all, however, because of his own moral temperament, more than in consequence of philosophical reasons. The narrative of the later agency is told with a poet's unbridled passion. Dostoievsky, with his healthy common sense, pursues an avenue of the obstacles of Dostoevsky's work, and shows the absurdity of calling him the most representative of Russian authors, but he goes much too far in placing him below the Russian public's conceptions and comprehension and unapproachable Gorbatcheff.

The Nation: The Setting


In this, the first of two parts of his biographical novel, West has described the life of Andrew Carnegie. The second part, which is to be published later, will deal with the life of his wife, Susan Lawrence Carnegie.

The book is a fine piece of writing, and it is evident from the first chapter that the author has done his homework. He has read extensively on the subject of the Carnegie's life, and he has drawn upon many sources to create a vivid picture of the man and his times.

Carnegie was born in Scotland in 1835, and he came to the United States with his family in 1848. He worked as a telegraph operator, and then as a newspaper reporter. He eventually became a successful businessman, and he made a fortune in the steel industry.

West's book is written in a style that is both engaging and informative. He tells the story of Carnegie's life in a way that is both vivid and readable. The book is well-researched, and it is evident that West has spent a great deal of time studying the subject of the Carnegie's life.

The book is divided into two parts. The first part deals with Carnegie's early life, and the second part deals with his later life. The book includes many quotes from Carnegie himself, as well as from other people who knew him.

Overall, this is an excellent book. It is well-written, well-researched, and engaging. It is a must-read for anyone who is interested in the life of Andrew Carnegie.
The Nation.
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as at least a small fraction of its drawback.
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